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Dear Reader,

I do want to say „Dear West“ one last

time, even if this report is for

everyone.

So: Dear West (and everyone else)!

I can‘t remember how many times

I‘ve said that this year, but belief in

me, I said it many times! We all know

this was a special year and I think I

can speak for everyone when I say

that we all hope the next year will be

‘normal’ again.

This report is to refresh your

memories about events from last year

and you can see what is going on in

all entities.

It was unexpected, but we had the

opportunity to start the year with a

live meeting! We had a bunch of

ideas for the year, like the new

hydrological year and Secret Santa (I

hope all of you got your package!).

Some ideas were implemented

during the year, some are waiting to

be implemented by someone else.

I am very happy with all the entities

which filled in our questionnaire so

this report could develop. I will not

hold you back so you can start

swiping in our dating report and find

out which entity fits the best. This will

be the last official document you will

get from your Regional Team

2020/2021.

I’m sure, you asked yourself what will

happen to the RT members now?

You will see all of us active in EGEA

definitely for the next year as Team

Coordinators, Congress organisers or

my successor.

I still want to say thank you to my

Regional Team! It was an amazing

time with you! This year will stay in

my memories as a year full of work,

learning and a lot of fun!

Josefa Loreth

Foreword



Where to begin about the Western

region? Well, we think all our entities

and their members are wonderful,

and we hope after reading this you

will agree! Here you will find entities

from Austria, Belgium, Germany, the

Netherlands, Switzerland and the

United Kingdom. Unfortunately, our

two French entities have decided to

leave us for now… but they will

always be in our hearts.

The Western entities have many

things in common, such as our

appreciation for good quality beer

(although one of our main

disagreements is which country the

best beer is found!), and a majority of

our entities agreed about the best

place to meet people…

Although Covid has made meeting in

person difficult, many of our entities

have still kept the EGEA magic alive

through online events. As restrictions

began to ease across many of our

countries, some entities were even

able to host small local events,

sharing the EGEA love close to

home <3

But what about the Regional Team?

This matchmaking dream team was

¾ German and ¼ British, and fully

dedicated to supporting our entities

through it all. We organised

meetings, online CP training, smaller

discussion groups, and we showed

our love in many ways – whether by

listening to our entity’s problems and

sharing advice, or more tough love

such as our endless emailing and

pestering about upcoming deadlines

(which we only did as we wanted the

best for you <3)

It’s been a rollercoaster of a year, but

throughout it all our love for this

region and our entities remains

strong and we hope that by getting to

know our entities more, your love for

them will grow too.

Author: Maisie Biggs

About the Western Region

17%

83%

Where is the perfect place 
to meet people?

Club/bar EGEA event



♥ The quickest way to our heart is… Chocolate

♥ Entity fun fact: In 2020 we had 2 newbies as CPs

♥ Pro and con of visiting us… Aachen is a beautiful historic

city with no cons

♥ Perfect first date in your city… At the Kármán Gate

♥ We are known for… Printen (a hard or soft ginger bread with

herbs and sugar crystals)

♥ If our entity had one super power it would be… making

the impossible possible!

♥ The world would be better with more… sustainable energy

♥ Our entity really loves… meeting each other outdoors

♥ When no one is watching, our entity likes to… meet in the

park and play some cards, or table tennis, and have a good

time

Author(s): Patrick Wattez



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. Our board almost exclusively consists of newbies (<1 year in

EGEA).

2. We haven't held a meeting in person for the last 12 months.

3. We love spending time in nature.

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… dance to a song

about Harzer Käse, recommended to us by EGEA Göttingen

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… good food.

♥ Entity fun fact: There are more bridges in Augsburg than in

Venice.

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: you're close enough to the alps that you can see them

from a high-ish building.

Con: it's still a 2h drive to the alps

♥ If our entity had one superpower… irresistable political

persuasiveness

♥ The world would be better with Kässpatzn

♥ When was the last time you did something for the

first time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…A bike tour to the Ammersee.

Author(s): Emil Hühn 



♥ Perfect first date in your city…get a coffee at

Krumm&Schief, then an ice cream on the upper bridge and

go for a swim in the river Regnitz :)

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… just chill next to

the river Regnitz

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… seeing us in person,

going on hikes, live an adventure ;)

♥ Entity fun fact: The river Regnitz has a catchment area of

7523km^2

♥ We (our entity) don't like it if you...

don't enjoy being outside

♥ If our entity had one superpower… it would be waterbending

♥ The world would be better with more trees and love

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…We went canoeing with EGEA Jena in July 2021

Author(s): Hannes Geißler & Sofia Laier



♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes to… Go wild

swimming in mountain lakes

♥ The quickest way to our hearts is… Tasty food and drinks

♥ Entity fun fact: We are the first (and only) entity in Wales

♥ Never have we ever (entity edition)… visited all the EGEA

regions

♥ We are known for… Welsh cakes! A traditional sweet bread

made in Wales

♥ A pro and con of visiting us… Beautiful mountains and

beaches, but we have lots of wind and rain

♥ The world would be better with more… EGEA friends☺

♥ Our entity really loves… travelling and learning about

different countries

Ps. The photo is Bangor + guests as we don’t

have many photos of us

Author(s): Maisie Biggs 



♥ Two truths and a lie

1. Once nobody showed up for an entity meeting.

2. Our entity is sponsored by Berliner Luft.

3. Tom's apartment is our secret headquarters.

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes to… get drunk on

Berliner Luft in a park.

♥ The quickest way to our heart is... a bottle of Berliner Luft

and a tasty Döner kebap.

♥ Entity fun fact: We always invite our members half an hour

before the actual start of the meeting so that at least some of

them will be there on time.

♥ Never have we ever… hosted an AC.

♥ Perfect first date in your city: Grab some food (Döner),

watch the sunset at Tempelhofer Feld and play some Cards

Against Humanity to see whether your sense of

humour matches. After all that, go to a techno party.

♥ We are known for… our Späti-Tours!

Author(s): Zoe La France, Gordon Retzlaw



♥ The quickest way to our heart is... our bank accounts.

♥ Entity fun fact: We have more inactive than active people in

our entity.

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: We show you an UNESCO-world heritage site

Con: You will get back fatter after you've eaten all our

chocolate.

♥ Perfect first date in your city: a beer and watching the sunset

in the Rosengarten.

♥ We are known for… planning great hikes in the swiss alps,

which we don't do in the end.

♥ The world would be better with more… geographers who

want to make the world great again ;)

♥ Our entity really loves… hike up the Gurten (near hill) to have

a fantastic view of the swiss alps and drink beer.

♥ When was the last time you did something for the

first time (with your entity)? What did you do?

We went GeoCaching in the most beautiful

weather in early summer..

Author(s): Alicja Grünenfelder 



♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes to… smuggle bear

into the Cafeté (EGEA meeting room in the institute).

♥ The quickest way to our heart is... if you are interested in an

exchange with us and bring us a family pack of Haribos;)

♥ Entity fun fact: Most of us have never seen each other in real

life (due to Covid-19 lockdown).

♥ Perfect first date in your city: The perfect date might be a

hike to the Drachenfels - what else?! Pro tip: when the date is a

flop, pretend you are out of breath an cannot talk. But we have

amazing places at the Rheinaue as well;)

♥ We are known for… hiking to the Drachenfels and bringing

Haribos to the Cultural Fair.

♥ Our entity really loves… HIKING TO THE DRACHENFELS

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

During our digital entity meetings, we started

cooking with each other virtually and sharing

the recipes.

Barbara Wagner, Sophie Eisenbarth



♥ Two truths and a lie

1. The francophone equivalent of our university is located right 

next to us.

2. Brussels and Leuven are the closest EGEA entities.

3. Our university is the biggest in Belgium.

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes to… Sing Bagger 

288!.

♥ The quickest way to our heart is... Giving us beer <3

♥ Entity fun fact: For 2 years, we were recognised by our 

university without knowing.

♥ We (our entity) don't like it if you... Say Swiss chocolate is 

better.

♥ Never have we ever… Been able to do our re-exchange with 

Tübingen:(

♥ If our entity had one superpower… drinking beer<3

♥ The world would be better with more… beer<3

♥ Our entity really loves… Going on a pub crawl.

Author(s): Jonas Martens  



♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… Throw each

other around in a traditional Scottish ceilidh

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… The words 'let's go to the

pub' after we've all conquered Arthur's Seat

♥ Never have we ever lost a member of the exchange in the

middle of the city...

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: You will get an in-depth view into one of the most beautiful

cities on the planet, including the best places for students

Con: As beautiful as it is, Scotland is cold. And hilly.

♥ If our entity had one superpower… It would be control of the

four elements - we deal with British rain, Scottish wind, Arthur's

Seat's fire and geography's Earth!

♥ The world would be better with more Geographers!

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

… January 2020, Exchange with EGEA Zurich!

Author(s): Benjamin Duncan 



♥ Perfect first date in your city… having a beautiful sunset

near by a lake or Schlossberg, visiting cute cafés and

book stores or drinking beer in a nice bar (for example

"Beat Bar") ;)

♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. We all literally crying because our "Späti" (Bar/Kiosk) closed.

2. Most of the Freiburg entity are from the north of germany.

3. Everyone knows what to do with their life in the future.

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… sit together and

drink waldhaus beer.

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… a place to sleep outside!

♥ Entity fun fact: we don't like fun.

♥ The world would be better with more EGEA Exchanges!

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…We started meeting our newbies in spring, finally

we could see each other offline!

Author(s): Franziska Groß 



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. We give each other cool nicknames.

2. We like to try new beers.

3. There is a cozy atmosphere in our entity.

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… enter the first

pub we pass.

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… telling us some cool fun

facts.

♥ Entity fun fact: We always have our meetings in a different

bar/pub.

♥ We are known for…Our unique entity members.

♥ If our entity had one superpower… we would make the

oceans waste-free.

♥ The world would be better with more Egeans

♥ Never have we ever... had a meeting in some kind of a comics-

bar.

Author(s): Constantijn Cuypers 



♥ We (our entity) don't like it if you... Pee on our egea-flag

♥ Never have we ever (entity edition)... Said no to an offered

beer

♥ Perfect first date in your city…

Sticker-bombing the whole city

♥ We are known for…Our godlike butts

♥ Our entity really loves…Trees and Bees

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: you'll get to enjoy a lovely shot-drinking-city-tour

Con: you can't stay forever.

♥ Entity fun fact…Our entity Mascot is from Charkiv

♥ Two truths and a lie:

Our asses are godlike.

We drunk less beer during the pandemic.

We did 4 Scaveneger hunts in 4 months.

Author(s): Simon Schulze 



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. We like to go hiking and once we saw a group of wild

capricorns.

2. One of our favorite games for online meetings is

3. Geotastic. All our members are vegan.

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes to … talk about

politics.

♥ Entity fun fact: Most of our members are german.

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: Graz is perfect for a weekend visit and we are very

motivated to show you around.

Con: You will have to eat something with Kernöl (or maybe that

is a Pro)

♥ Never have we ever... left on our shoes, when we went into

a house.

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…Plant some bushes during pouring rain and hail.

Author(s): Hannah Scheicher



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. Often we meet in a rosary.
2. Recently we have got a great amount of newbies.

3. We are Masters of scribbl.io

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… Dance with

skirts.

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… Choclate and Music

♥ Entity fun fact: We met more often as entity as we had live

lectures..

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: far away

Con: beach

♥ If our entity had one superpower… Manipulation

♥ The world would be better with more parties with chocolate 

cake and good music.

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…dining at the geo department.

Author(s): Ilka Mattauch, Benjamin Bleis



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. We have members from all around the world (not just

Europe)

2. We are really fast at drinking beers

3. We really enjoy online meetings

♥ Entity fun fact: We organised an EGEA talent show

last year!

♥ A pro and con of visiting us: We have amazing night

life and can take you to fun bars, but the weather can

be pretty bad sometimes

♥ Never have we ever (entity edition)... Been on an in-

person exchange since rebuilding our entity

♥ Perfect first date in your city... Sitting on top of the

forum building and looking at the beautiful city views

♥ We are known for... Eierballen (fried hard boiled

egg wrapped in curry sauce)

Author(s): Emmeline Geurs



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. Gartic Phone is the best online game to play with our entity.

2. Robin ate all of our candies from EGEA Cracow.

3. Right now we only have like 5 active members.

♥ Entity fun fact: Our EGEA flag has a coffee stain or something like

that.

♥ Never have we ever… met together with ALL the members of

our WhatsApp group

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: getting a city tour from Darius and meeting our lovely entity

Con: getting a hangover

♥ If our entity had one superpower… we would love to travel in time

and experience all the great events all over again.

♥ The world would be better with more EGEA events next year

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…In April we participated in the Citizen-Science-Project

FLOW under supervision of the Environmental

Research Center Leipzig.

Author(s): Robin Renz, Lisa-Sophie Schwinge



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. The horse in our Entity Logo is actually standing as a statue in

front of our university.

2. We love online Meetings.

3. We like to go with other entities to a local brewery and give them a

tour.

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes…go in a park and play a

drinking game (flunky ball).

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… with a Herri (local beer)

♥ Entity fun fact: We have a little version of the horse in our entity

logo and his name is Tony

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: We show you the most beautiful places in our city

Con: We will also show you the most ugliest ones.

♥ If our entity had one superpower… we would let things disappear

(like the corona virus)

♥ The world would be better with more EGEAns from Hannover :D

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…In June when we had a our first live meeting in 2021

Author(s): Wilhelm Wübbena



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. We meet once a week on Thursday

2. our event summer in paradise had 8 participants 7 of which

were from our entity

3. we have organized 4 christmas market weekend events

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… Drink a shot

every time someone gets “blitzed” (gets an expensive photo for

driving too fast) i. Front of our institute

♥ Perfect first date in your city… Visit the Planetarium

♥ Entity fun fact: We can party in our institute

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: Many hills and mountains

Con: Many hills and mountains

♥ If our entity had one superpower… We would be magnetic

so everybody would visit us

♥ The world would be better… with more Entity dogs

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

Made Thüringer Klöße via zoom

Author(s): Vanessa Henkes and Max Buchhart



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. The CP's have once hitchhiked together from Hamburg to

Copenhagen.

2. EGEA Leuven is the best entity in EGEA

3. No-one in the board actually studies geography

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… Party hard on

'Flitsmeister' by Jebroer

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… Knowing the full lyrics of

'Dames en Heren, Welkom in Leuven' by DJ YOLOTANKER by

heart <3

♥ Entity fun fact: Leuven is called the 'beer capital' of Belgium,

due to the presence of the Stella Artois brewery

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: you can have a snack from the wall at 5 AM

Con: you won't remember how good it was the next day

♥ If our entity had one superpower… Teleportation all

the way: Exchange marathon - meet & greet every

entity within 48h

♥ The world would be better with more Carapils

Author(s): Tibor Barabas 



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. we were not allowed to enter a local bar because we were

wearing sweatpants

2. we are doing some events like barbecue on a golf course

3. we sometimes dumpster dive for potatoes

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… to listen (and

sing) to very cringe songs

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… to let us try your local

beer!

♥ Entity fun fact: we are very good at making dishes with

potatoes

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: very funny hosts and a lot of activities to do in our region

Con: very hilly, a lot of stairs to the castle

♥ If our entity had one superpower… we would win every BDC

♥ The world would be better with more communication

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…online beer yoga in May

Author(s): Hannah Volk  



♥ Never have we ever... eaten ice cream together

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… cook beetroot

lasagne together

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… delicious food, fun games

and good conversations

♥ Entity fun fact: 80% of us have never been inside our

university building

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: we will go everywhere by bicycle

Con: we will go everywhere by bicycle

♥ If our entity had one superpower… it would be us being able

to fly like birds to visit every EGEA entity

♥ The world would be better with more love

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

… After a long Covid break we met for drinks in a

pub and it felt like the first time

Author(s): Henri Schrameier and Luisa Wiegel 



♥ Two truths and a lie

1. This year we had a blast at the online exchange we 

organised together with EGEA Groningen and Utrecht, 

especially during the pubquiz :)

2. During our yearly flunky ball tournament 100 people 

descided to join

3. Our entity is also part of another student association here in 

Nijmegen

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes to… search for 

specific patches of grafitti art for a photo quest

♥ Never have we ever… had one of our members join the board 

of EGEA until next year

♥ Perfect first date in your city: Have a drink in de Hemel 

(heaven) and have a walk along the river afterwards (if it's not 

flooded)

♥ When was the last time you did something for the 

first time (with your entity)? What did you do?

Geoguessr competition with neighbouring entities

Author(s): Sophie Te Niet, Jonas 

Bijlsma, Olivier Arendsen 



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. we once organised an online events where nobody showed

up

2. we once cooked rice for an event so badly we had to throw

the entire pot away

3. Osnabrück is the least rainy city in Germany

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… screenshot

faces in online meetings and create memes

♥ Never have we ever...had no member of our entity injure

themselves at AC

♥ Entity fun fact: Our members are so tough they survive falling

from windows on the second floor

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: we will bring you to a karaoke bar

Con: you will have to listen to us at the karaoke bar

♥ If our entity had one superpower… making any event

fun with the combination of crazy Osnabrück people

♥ The world would be better with more T's in

Tremendous Teuto Trails Twenty TwentyOne

Author(s): Angelina Bökenkamp



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. Despite Covid, we organised 3 exchanges.

2. We have an award for the board member who gives the

most attention to international students and reinforces the

bonds between Dutchies and international students the most.

3. We have oldest active EGEAn in our entity - guess who!

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… ice members.

(Hide bottles of Eristoff ice, the person who finds it, has to chug

it)

♥ Our entity really loves…to grab a drink at our beloved Café

Domkop

♥ Entity fun fact: We have three members with the same name:

Stijn

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: We will cycle everywhere with you.

Con: It might rain while we cycle everywhere with you.

♥ If our entity had one superpower… we would win every

BDC

♥ The world would be better with more EGEAns

Author(s): Hannah Jachim  



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. EGEA Vienna had a very succesful WRC so we would like to

organize an ERC ( we don´t know if this is possible though).

2. Vienna is closer to 3 eastern entities than to the closest

western one

3. 4 out of 5 Vienna board members are from the same state in

Austria.

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… There are many

possibilities. We like stuff. Just bring us food or random stuff

you find at a flea market, like a stuffed animal.

♥ Entity fun fact: We are a very serious entity. There’s no fun,

only facts in Vienna. Feel free to ask.

♥ We are known for… Burning sweets, being up until late but

being able to wake up early

♥ If our entity had one superpower… (spy) slav squads

♥ The world would be better with more super special shots.

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

… I don't know. We had an online pubquiz during

lockdown. That was a first.

Author(s): Frederik Dolderer



♥ Perfect first date in your city: Take a boat tour on lake

Zurich, go swimming,. Then dine in one of the numerous

restaurants in the old town and finish with a stroll to the top of

the Üetliberg at Sunset.

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… have weird

discussions early in the morning

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… Good company

♥ Entity fun fact: Our patronus is a cactus. 🌵

♥ We (our entity) don't like it if you... Praise Belgian

Chocolate

♥ If our entity had one superpower… Being oversensitive

when it comes to voting procedures

♥ The world would be better with more Information about what

happened to Schnappi

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

… Mr X games. Hunting a group of people

through our city only using public transport

Author(s): Luana Schena, Jeremiah 

Huggel, Bogdan Dukic 



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. we were not allowed to enter a local bar because we were

wearing sweatpants

2. we are doing some events like barbecue on a golf course

3. we sometimes dive for potatoes

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… to listen (and

sing) to very cringe songs

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… to let us try your local

beer!

♥ Entity fun fact: we are very good at making dishes with

potatoes

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: very funny hosts and a lot of activities to do in our region

Con: very hilly, a lot of stairs to the castle

♥ If our entity had one superpower… we would win every BDC

♥ The world would be better with more communication

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…online beer yoga in May

Author(s): 

♥ Hello EGEA. My name is Henrik and I’m from EGEA Marburg. I

joined EGEA back in 2016 and had many awesome experiences

ever since. From hiking and hitchhiking in Romania to eating

frog legs in France the past 5 years have been a crazy ride with

many awesome people along the way.

♥ Hi there! I’m Caro :) some of you might already know me as a

Finance Team Coordinator. I’ve been an active CP keeping

Innsbruck alive for most of my Bachelor. For my masters I

moved to Darmstadt and am very excited to be a new member

of my closest entity Mainz.

♥ Hey people, I‘m Malte from EGEA Osnabrück. After founding

the entity back in 2018 I had great fun meeting the loveliest

EGEAns from all over Europe at exchanges and congresses

and I can’t wait to attend the next event!

♥ Su'mae! My name is Jared and I’m from EGEA Bangor, North

Wales. After co-founding Wales’ first entity, my time with egea

has only been happy memories since. From the Kiel newbie

weekend, to culturally enriching exchanges with Zurich,

Tübingen and Nijmegen, and the 2019 Czechia AC I’ve always

been eager to do more with and for EGEA.

Author(s): Henrik Stein, Carola Hintz, 

Malte Rohrmoser, Jared Young

Henrik Caro

Malte Jared

Our CP-Training of the EGEA Year 20/21 was organised in cooperation with the

EuroMed region. We had several topics prepared and mixed the presenters so that

the Regional Assistants of the Western region got to know the Regional Assistants

of EuroMed. We had a blast working and preparing the workshops together and

were able to help a lot of CPs gain knowledge not only on soft skills, but also other

important stuff. Micol and Josefa started with a workshop about “CP

Responsibilities” and “Entity Management” and gave insights on what the different

tasks of a CP really mean as well as how to manage your entity the right way.

Polona, Maisie and Runa took on the task of “Event Planning” and “Time

Management”, where the participants were given some tips and tricks on how to

plan events each step at a time while managing time and especially deadlines. The

“Leadership” workshop was presented by Maisie and Polona. They taught the

participants what it means to be a leader and what character traits a good leader

needs. Chaanah and Henrik held a workshop on “Presentation and Public

Speaking” to show the participants what to do and not to do when speaking in front

of a crowd. Another workshop was hosted by Chaanah and Josefa on the topic of

“Fundraising and Project Planning”, where the participants got to know typical

systems on this. The last workshop of the CP-Training was on “Teambuilding,

Motivation and Newbies”, where Micol, Henrik and Runa tried to teach the

participants how to strengthen teams, how to motivate them and how to acquire

new members to their entities. In the end we had an awesome unofficial

EGEA – Party where we got to receive some feedback and chat about this

and that! The CP-Training was definitely a success and we hope we were

able to help answer all of the questions current or future CPs may have.

Author: Runa Witte



♥ Two truths and a lie:

1. we were not allowed to enter a local bar because we were

wearing sweatpants

2. we are doing some events like barbecue on a golf course

3. we sometimes dive for potatoes

♥ When no one’s watching, our entity likes… to listen (and

sing) to very cringe songs

♥ The quickest way to our heart is… to let us try your local

beer!

♥ Entity fun fact: we are very good at making dishes with

potatoes

♥ A pro and con of visiting us…

Pro: very funny hosts and a lot of activities to do in our region

Con: very hilly, a lot of stairs to the castle

♥ If our entity had one superpower… we would win every BDC

♥ The world would be better with more communication

♥ When was the last time you did something for the first

time (with your entity)? What did you do?

…online beer yoga in May

Author(s): 

♥ Hello EGEA. My name is Henrik and I’m from EGEA Marburg. I

joined EGEA back in 2016 and had many awesome experiences

ever since. From hiking and hitchhiking in Romania to eating frog

legs in France the past 5 years have been a crazy ride with many

awesome people along the way.

♥ Hi there! I’m Caro :) some of you might already know me as a

Finance Team Coordinator. I’ve been an active CP keeping

Innsbruck alive for most of my Bachelor. For my masters I moved to

Darmstadt and am very excited to be a new member of my closest

entity Mainz.

♥ Hey people, I‘m Malte from EGEA Osnabrück. After founding the

entity back in 2018 I had great fun meeting the loveliest EGEAns

from all over Europe at exchanges and congresses and I can’t wait

to attend the next event!

♥ Su'mae! My name is Jared and I’m from EGEA Bangor, North

Wales. After co-founding Wales’ first entity, my time with egea has

only been happy memories since. From the Kiel newbie weekend, to

culturally enriching exchanges with Zurich, Tübingen and Nijmegen,

and the 2019 Czechia AC I’ve always been eager to do more with

and for EGEA.

Author(s): Henrik Stein, Carola Hintz, 

Malte Rohrmoser, Jared Young

Henrik Caro

Malte Jared
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♥ Pictures:

Collected from authours and
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♥ Authors:

Written underneath each text

♥ Contributing entities:

♥ Aachen

♥ Augsburg

♥ Bamberg

♥ Bangor

♥ Berlin

♥ Bern

♥ Bonn

♥ Brussels

♥ Edinburgh

♥ Freiburg

♥ Ghent

♥ Göttingen

♥ Graz

♥ Greifswald

♥ Groningen

♥ Halle

♥ Hannover

♥ Jena

♥ Leuven

♥ Marburg

♥ Münster

♥ Nijmegen

♥ Osnabrück

♥ Utrecht

♥ Vienna

♥ Zürich

♥ Thank you Runa, Maisie and

Henrik for the work on this

Regional Report!
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